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Abstract. A monolithically integrated high-speed true-time-
delay line with embedded electrically switchable Bragg grat-
ings was developed and characterized. Such a monolithi-
cally integrated device structure leads to a significantly
reduced device size and allows a more precise RF phase
control. A 40 ps reprogrammable optical true-time delay in-
crement was acheived with a very fast switching speed of
,50 ms. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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1 Introduction

Optical true-time-delay~TTD! techniques are expected
provide frequency-independent time delays over a wide
eration bandwidth and thus enables multiband~UHF, P, L,
X, and Ku-bands! squint-free beam steering for phase arr
antenna ~PAA! and synthetic aperture radar~SAR!
applications.1,5 A variety of optical time-delay technologie
have been developed, including detector-switched opt
waveguide delay lines,2 fiber-grating prism based wave
length tunable laser diodes3 and LiNbO3 switches over fi-
ber distribution networks.4
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In this paper, we present a monolithically integrated o
tical waveguide true-time-delay line with embedded hig
speed electrically switchable Bragg gratings based
polymer-dispersed liquid crystals~LC!.6 We have demon-
strated ~1! 16-cm-long polymeric waveguides with low
propagation loss~0.2 dB/cm!, ~2! electrically switchable
Bragg gratings with high switching speed~,50 ms! and
large diffraction efficiency~.99%!, and~3! precisely digi-
tal controllable time delays with 40-ps increments.

2 Device Physics

The digital optical true-time-delay line, shown in Fig.
consists of a 16 cm-long polymeric channel waveguide f
ricated on a 4 cm long silicon substrate. The polymeri
channel waveguide has a 636 mm cross section and a
effective refractive index of 1.575. It is sandwiched b
tween top and bottom polymeric cladding layers with
refractive index of 1.562. The polymeric channel wav
guide contains holographically defined Bragg grating str
tures with polymer-dispersed liquid crystal~LC! nanocom-
posites ~HPDLC!. The fabrication of HPDLC has bee
presented elsewhere.7 The orientation of the LC molecule
can be electrically aligned by an external electric field. T
refractive indices of randomly oriented LC and electrica
aligned LC ~for TM polarized light beam! are n051.561
and nc51.777, respectively. The top cladding is cover
with patterned electrodes to apply an electric field
electro-optical orientations.

The mechanism of the electrically switchable Bra
grating ~ESBG! is based on the index matching and m
matching between the liquid crystal region and the polym
region in the Bragg gratings formed by holography techn
ogy. Since the refractive indices are different for differe
LC orientations, an electric field aligns the LC directors a
thus changes the refractive indices in droplets but does
affect surrounding polymers, which results in switchab
Bragg gratings controlled by an external electric field.6 The
electrically switchable Bragg grating is a volume pha
grating with well-predicted diffraction properties by th
Kogelnik model.8 Since the diameters of the liquid cryst
droplets~;100 nm! are considerably less than the oper
ing wavelength of light~600 to 1600 nm!, the clouds of
droplets are ‘‘seen’’ as a homogeneous region with an
erage index (nLCM) different from that of the intersperse
polymer regions (np). The diffraction properties of an
ESBG can be modeled by assuming an index modula
given by:

n5n01n1 cos~KW •rW !, ~1!

wheren0 is the average refractive index,KW is the grating
vector, andrW is a position coordinate. In Eq.~1!, n1 is the
index modulation amplitude given by

n15~2 f c /p!~nLC2np!sin@ap#, ~2!

where f c is the volume fraction of the phase-separated l
uid crystal in the ESBG,np is the polymer index, anda is
the fraction of grating periodL occupied by the liquid crys-
tal droplets. By properly controllingf c anda, a refractive
index modulation amplitude of;0.1 can be achieved.

For an in-line reflection hologram, the equations of d
fraction efficiency for TE and TM polarizations are iden
cal to that predicted by Kogelnik as well, given as8
-1 May 2005/Vol. 44(5)
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Fig. 1 Electrical block diagram of a photonic wideband phased ar-
ray using switched optical waveguide true-time-delay lines.
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The switching speed of the switchable Bragg gratin
was characterized by sending a cw laser into the waveg
and measuring the time delay between the electr
switch-on signal and the returned optical signals. Since
propagation time of the optical signal in the waveguide
much shorter~;40 ps! than the grating response time~ms!,
the delay is essentially the response time of the electric
switchable Bragg gratings, which was measured to be
ms. The insertion losses were measured to be 0.3, 0.4,
0.5 dB for the first three Bragg gratings, respectively, wh
they were individually switched on.

4 Conclusion

We have successfully demonstrated an integrated op
true-time-delay line based on ultra-low-loss polyme
waveguides and electrically switchable Bragg gratings
reflection efficiency.99% was obtained at a low driving
voltage of 20 V with a very fast switching speed~,50 ms!
that is at least 100 times faster than any existing comm
cial optical switch. Reprogrammable optical true time d
lays of 40 ps were achieved. The linear phase-freque
relations were verified over a wideband frequency rang
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Fig. 2 Demonstration of 40-, 80-, and 120-ps optical true time de-
lays by switching on the first three gratings with separations of 4, 8,
and 12 mm, respectively, in the polymeric waveguide delay line. The
input pulse is located at 22 ps.
R5tanh2@pn1d/l#, ~3!

whereR is the peak reflection,d is the grating length, andl
is the Bragg wavelength. The electrically switchable Bra
gratings fabricated have a grating lengthd530mm and
n150.02 at a low switching voltage of 20 V. A reflectio
efficiency.99% was obtained.

Since each grating can be electrically switched on-a
off to-allow the signal to either reflect or bypass the wav
guide, an array of delay timesT can be generated at an
value at an increment of 2Dt, up to the maximum value
Tmax5N* (2Dt), whereN is the number of individual grat
ings, Dt5nL/c, L is the spatial separation between eve
two gratings,n is the effective index of waveguide, andc is
the speed of light in a vacuum. A polymeric wavegui
delay line with 4-mm separations between the embed
switchable Bragg gratings was developed, which cor
sponds to 40-ps optical time-delay increments.

3 Device Characterization

The performance of the TTD is characterized employin
mode-locked fiber~Calmar FPL-01! laser system, which
generates narrow optical pulses~,10 ps! that were subse
quently launched into the TTD line. The reflected outp
signals are routed through a fiber-optic circulator and
quentially sampled by a digital sampling oscilloscope. T
whole system was synchronized by the trigger syste
.Characterization of the setup can be found elsewhere.7

When the electrical switch control unit turns on the ele
trically switchable Bragg gratings in the delay-line wav
guide, a reflected optical signal is displayed on the sa
pling scope at ‘‘zero’’ position. If the electrical switc
control unit turns on another electrically switchable Bra
grating, the second reflected pulse will show on the sc
screen at a different position, corresponding to a true t
delay of ;40 ps, which is in line with the round trip dis
tance between the two electrically switchable Bragg g
ings ~4 mm! on the waveguide delay-line module. B
switching on different gratings, various true time dela
can be readily obtained. Figure 2 illustrates 40-ps time
lay intervals, corresponding to the 4-mm separations of
three gratings in the polymeric waveguide delay line.
Fig. 2, the secondary peaks following the main reflec
pulse are due to the narrow reflection bandwidth of
switchable Bragg grating, which, when transferred in
time domain, presents a sinc function profile. Detai
analysis can be found in Ref. 9.
-2 May 2005/Vol. 44(5)


